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ABSTRACT

A convection-permitting multiyear regional climate simulation using the Met Office Unified Model has

been run for the first time on anAfrica-wide domain. Themodel has been run as part of the Future Climate for

Africa (FCFA) Improving Model Processes for African Climate (IMPALA) project, and its configuration,

domain, and forcing data are described here in detail. The model [Pan-African Convection-Permitting Re-

gional Climate Simulation with theMet Office UM (CP4-Africa)] uses a 4.5-km horizontal grid spacing at the

equator and is run without a convection parameterization, nested within a global atmospheric model driven

by observations at the sea surface, which does include a convection scheme. An additional regional simula-

tion, with identical resolution and physical parameterizations to the global model, but with the domain, land

surface, and aerosol climatologies of CP4-Africa, has been run to aid in the understanding of the differences

between the CP4-Africa and global model, in particular to isolate the impact of the convection parameter-

ization and resolution. The effect of enforcingmoisture conservation in CP4-Africa is described and its impact

on reducing extreme precipitation values is assessed. Preliminary results from the first five years of the CP4-

Africa simulation show substantial improvements in JJA average rainfall compared to the parameterized

convection models, with most notably a reduction in the persistent dry bias in West Africa, giving an in-

dication of the benefits to be gained from running a convection-permitting simulation over the whole African

continent.

1. Introduction

The Future Climate for Africa (FCFA) Improving

Model Processes for African Climate (IMPALA) proj-

ect aims to deliver a step change in global climate model

capability for Africa by delivering reductions in model
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systematic errors through improved understanding and

representation of the drivers of African climate and

hence reducing uncertainty in future projections. This

ambitious project has chosen to focus on a single model,

the Met Office Unified Model (UM), so there is rapid

pull-through into improved model performance, while

delivering new metrics and understanding to the broader

science community. One of the key challenges to im-

proved performance is a better understanding of how

the fundamentals of convective parameterization im-

pact onAfrican climate variability and change. Crucially

for IMPALA, we are able to address this challenge

through the power of the seamless UM system (Cullen

1993; Brown et al. 2012) to provide high-resolution

simulations representing individual convective cloud

systems on an Africa-wide domain for the first time.

Within the project we will deliver two 10-yr simulations

with a 4.5-km horizontal grid spacing on a pan-African

domain for the present day (1997–2007) and for an

idealized future climate (details will be provided in a

future paper). This paper describes the design, domain,

and forcing of the present-day experiments and first

results from the early years of this simulation.

The configuration of the Pan-African Convection-

Permitting Regional Climate Simulation with the Met

Office Unified Model (CP4-Africa) builds on work

within the Cascade project (Pearson et al. 2010;Marsham

et al. 2011), which ran 1.5-, 4-, and 12-km horizontal

resolution convection-permitting simulations using older

configurations of theUMoverWestAfrica for a period in

2006, as part of the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary

Analysis (AMMA) period (Redelsperger et al. 2006) and

compared the results with those from simulations at

12km and a global 40-km horizontal resolution using

convection parameterization. These studies, together

with a review of regional convection-permitting climate

modeling (Prein et al. 2015), show a clear benefit of 4-km

resolution over the global (40km) and regional (12km)

models running with convective parameterizations.

At a 4-km scale, models can resolve larger storms and

mesoscale convective organization (typically scales of

greater than 100 km; Houze 2004) explicitly on the

model grid but convective plumes, small showers, and

shallow clouds are still not resolved. Marsham et al.

(2013), Pearson et al. (2014), Birch et al. (2014b), Birch

et al. (2014a), and Stein et al. (2015) showed that

convection-permitting models were better able to sim-

ulate the diurnal cycle of tropical convection over land,

the vertical structure of clouds, the coupling between

moist convection and convergence, the water budget,

and the continental-scale flow. Failure to model the

correct diurnal cycle of deep convection and associated

cold pools contributes to errors in winds over the Sahara

(Garcia-Carreras et al. 2013) and problems with mod-

eling dust (Marsham et al. 2011). Both of these aspects

are improved in the convection-permitting simulations.

A study of the relationship between soil moisture and

convection (Taylor et al. 2013) showed that the global

model does not have the correct feedback between soil

moisture and convection whereas the convection-

permitting models are capable of representing this.

The expectation from the Cascade project is that a

simulation with a 4.5-km horizontal grid spacing will

improve many of the known model biases within a

global model running with a convective parameteriza-

tion scheme, giving a better simulation of the day-to-day

variability of precipitation over theAfrican continent. A

realistic simulation of this variability is very important

for studies concerned with climate change over Africa

and its impact on water resources, agriculture, and

weather-related hazards such as flooding.

Versions of the convection-permitting UM are rou-

tinely used at the Met Office to produce regional opera-

tional forecasts over the United Kingdom [U.K.-Wide

Variable Horizontal Resolution Model (UKV), with

1.5-km grid spacing; Lean et al. 2008], Europe (4.4km),

Lake Victoria (4km; Chamberlain et al. 2014) and

Southeast Asia (4km). While these models give better

guidance than the operational global model (run with

convective parameterization), there are still problems.

The time of the diurnal cycle of convection over land is

better but it is still not in complete agreement with the

observations. Over the sea, tropical convection can be

slow to initiate. Over both land and sea the convection is

often referred to as being too ‘‘blobby’’ (i.e., circular areas

of high precipitation rates rather than large randomly

shaped areas of precipitation with high and low values).

Earlier versions of the convection-permitting model

have been used for climate studies over the United

Kingdom (1.5 km) (Kendon et al. 2014) and a region

surrounding Singapore (4.5 km) (Birch et al. 2016). To

date, climate projections over Africa have been pro-

vided using non-convection-permitting global or re-

gional models typically running at resolutions of 50 km

[e.g., IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5; Niang et al.

2014) or the Coordinated Regional Downscaling Ex-

periment for Africa (CORDEX-Africa; Laprise et al.

2013)]. The FCFA IMPALA project for the first time

will run climate-length simulations with a convection-

permitting model for the African continent.

Section 2 describes the model and section 3 the ex-

perimental design. Section 4 provides results from two

sensitivity studies looking at the impact of changes to

CP4-Africa, which have not beenwell tested before. The

first study involves the inclusion of a scheme to enforce

moisture conservation, and the second study is the
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addition of stochastic perturbations to the boundary

layer to promote the development of explicitly resolved

eddies, which subsequently grow into convective clouds.

A non-convection-permitting regional simulation (R25-

Africa) using identical resolution and physical parame-

terizations to the N512L85-resolution global model but

the domain, land surface, and aerosol climatologies of

CP4-Africa have been run to aid in our understanding of

the differences between the CP4-Africa and global

model. Preliminary results from the first five years of the

CP4-Africa simulation and comparisons with equivalent

results from the R25-Africa regional and N512L85-

resolution global models are presented in section 5. A

summary is provided in section 6.

2. Model description

CP4-Africa is based on the Met Office UKV regional

model, which has been in use for operational numerical

weather prediction since 2012 (Clark et al. 2016; see

appendix B for model availability). The UKV is a U.K.-

wide model with variable horizontal resolution (Tang

et al. 2013), with a 1.5-km uniform horizontal grid over

the central U.K. area, but with the grid spacing outside

this area stretching to 4 km at the boundaries. CP4-

Africa uses a fairly uniform horizontal grid spacing

(from 3.2 km east–west at 458S to 4.5 km at the equator

and north–south) and covers the whole of Africa (Fig. 1),

resolving many inland lakes and mountain ranges. This

section describes the dynamics and physics used in the

4.5-km model and points to the differences between the

driving N512L85-resolution global model and the R25-

Africa regional model.

The choice of resolution for CP4-Africa is the result

of a compromise between the domain size required to

include the entire continent and the computational cost.

Table 1 provides the dimensions of both the CP4-Africa

and R25-Africa regional models. To reduce undesirable

effects from lateral boundaries on cyclonic weather

systems over southern Africa, the southern boundary is

chosen to be as distant as possible from the tip of Africa.

With a 4.5-km grid spacing we can expect CP4-Africa

to partially resolve deep convection but not smaller-

scale congestus or shallow convection. Hence, in regions

where shallow convection is a dominant process the

model performance may be suboptimal. It should also

be noted that no attempt has been made to optimize the

model performance specifically for Africa (e.g., by tun-

ing the physical parameterizations).

a. Dynamics and grid

The UM is a nonhydrostatic model with a deep-

atmosphere formulation based on a semi-implicit semi-

Lagrangian dynamical core. The driving global model

and both regional configurations employed here are

based on Even Newer Dynamics for General Atmo-

spheric Modeling of the Environment (ENDGame)

dynamics (Wood et al. 2014). ENDGame employs an

iterative approach to the semi-implicit time step, re-

sulting in better coupling to the model physics and im-

proved numerical stability than in the previous dynamical

core [New Dynamics; Davies et al. 2005], which suffered

from some stability problems within the Cascade project

(Pearson et al. 2010). The global model ensures conserva-

tion of dry andmoistmass using a global correction scheme

(Zerroukat 2010). CP4-Africa uses a similar scheme

(Aranami et al. 2015) developed specifically for regional

models, where the mass flux through lateral boundaries

must be accounted for in the budget calculation. The im-

portance of including this scheme in CP4-Africa is dis-

cussed in section 4a. R25-Africa was run without the

regional dry and moist mass conservation scheme.

The UM uses a latitude–longitude grid with an

Arakawa C grid staggering in the horizontal and hybrid

height coordinate with a Charney–Phillips staggering in

the vertical. The vertical grid for CP4-Africa consists of

80 levels with the model top placed at 38.5 km. The grid

is stretched to provide finer resolution in the boundary

layer and troposphere and contains more levels in the

upper troposphere than are typically used in midlatitude

configurations (e.g., UKV) in order to better resolve

FIG. 1. Map showing orography (terrain heights; m) and the re-

gion of CP4-Africa. The plot also shows different regions of Africa

used for subsequent analysis. (Regions A–F are used for diurnal

cycle analysis in Fig. 12.)
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tropical convection and the deeper tropical troposphere.

The lowest grid levels over the sea are 2.5m for hori-

zontal winds and 5m for temperature and moisture,

decreasing to 0.6 and 1.1m, respectively, over the

highest terrain (4592m). The vertical grid spacing in-

creases quadratically with height. There are 32 levels in

the lowest 5 km, and 56 levels below 16km. Grid spacing

at heights of approximately 100m, 1 km, 5 km, and 16km

above sea level are approximately 40, 140, 300, and

590m, respectively. The extra vertical resolution of

CP4-Africa relative to R25-Africa (see Table 1) is

mainly in the lowest 5 km. The exact impact of this in-

crease in resolution is unknown. Attempts have been

made to make the model physics schemes as insensitive

to vertical resolution as possible, but more levels will

tend to contribute to differences in the interaction of

clouds and radiation.

The CP4-Africa model time step was initially set to

100 s, but was subsequently reduced to 75 s (see section a

in appendix A). The change in time step is not expected

to have a significant impact on the simulation. CP4-

Africa includes graupel as a prognostic variable in ad-

dition to themoist variables of water vapor, cloud liquid,

cloud ice, and rain used by the global model and R25-

Africa simulations.

b. Physical parameterization

CP4-Africa does not include a convection parame-

terization and relies on the model dynamics to explicitly

represent convective clouds. Clearly convection will be

poorly resolved on a 4.5-km grid, but in the current

absence of a scale-aware convection scheme that cor-

rectly parameterizes subgrid convective motion and

hands over to the model dynamics for clouds larger than

the model filter scale, this is a pragmatic choice made

based on previous evidence that the removal of the pa-

rameterization will result in more realistic behavior

(e.g., Birch et al. 2014b; Taylor et al. 2013). It is also

worth noting that this approach is different from that of

the Cascade project, whose 4-km Africa simulations did

use a version of the UM convection scheme, but with a

grid-length-scaled CAPE closure that in practice se-

verely restricted the time step increments from deep

convection.

The UM includes a comprehensive suite of physical

parameterization schemes that are designed for seam-

less use across global NWP and climate configurations

and hence in the N512L85-resolution global model and

R25-Africa climate configurations. Many of these pa-

rameterizations are also used in convection-permitting

regional versions of the model, with the obvious ex-

ception of the convection scheme. Table 2 gives a quick

summary of the other main differences in the physics

schemes used in the CP4-Africa, R25-Africa, and

N512L85-resolution global model configurations. The

parameterizations used in CP4-Africa can be summa-

rized as follows:

d Radiation parameterization—The radiative transfer

scheme of Edwards and Slingo (1996) is used with a

configuration similar to that described by Walters

et al. (2011) but with several upgrades. These include

improvements to the ice cloud optical properties,

representation of orographic slope, shading and sky-

view effects (Manners et al. 2015), and computation-

ally efficient treatment of scattering (Manners et al.

2012). Aerosol absorption and scattering assumes

TABLE 1. The grid details and model time steps for the CP4-Africa and R25-Africa regional models and the driving global model.

Quantity CP4-Africa (4.5 km) R25-Africa Global

No. of rows 2100 366 768

No. of columns 2000 236 1024

No. of model levels 80 63 85

Model top (km) 38.5 41.0 85.0

Lowest wind level over sea (m) 2.5 10.0 10.0

Lowest temp level over sea (m) 5.0 20.0 20.0

No. of levels below 5 km 32 26 26

No. of levels below 16 km 56 47 47

Northern lat 39.5058N 39.8448N 90.08N
Southern lat 45.5258S 45.820 3058S 90.08S
Lat spacing 0.04058 0.234 3758 0.234 3758
Lat spacing (km) 4.5 26.0 26.0

Western lon 24.58W 25.4898W 0.08
Eastern lon 56.488E 57.38E 360.08
Lon spacing 0.04058 0.351 5628 0.351 5628
Lon spacing at equator (km) 4.5 39.0 39.0

Time step (s) 100 (75) 600 600
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climatological aerosol properties. Trace greenhouse

gases are included with time-varying but spatially

uniform mixing ratios. A climatological three-

dimensional ozone field is prescribed; see section 3c.

Full radiation calculations aremade every 15min, with

substepped corrections due to cloud evolution per-

formed every 5min.
d Large-scale cloud parameterization—At all but the

very highest (less than 1km horizontal) resolutions

clouds will form in reality before the grid-box mean

humidity reaches saturation. A parameterization of

subgrid cloud variability is therefore required. Global

UM configurations and R25-Africa use a prognostic

cloud fraction and condensation (PC2; Wilson et al.

2008) schemewhereasCP4-Africa, like other convection-

permitting UM formulations, uses the diagnostic

Smith (1990) scheme. This diagnoses the liquid cloud

fraction and condensed water when the grid-boxmean

relative humidity exceeds a critical value (RHcrit). Ice

water content is forecast by the microphysics scheme

and fractions diagnosed from this as in Abel et al.

(2017). Phase changes release latent heat, and the

fractional cloud cover and liquid and ice water content

are passed to the cloud microphysics and radiation

schemes. The radiative impact of thin liquid clouds

that do not fill the entire depth of a model layer

follows a similar approach to that described by Boutle

and Morcrette (2010) in which the cloud scheme is

applied to sublayers.
d Cloud microphysics parameterization and lightning

diagnosis—The treatment of cloud microphysical pro-

cesses is based on Wilson and Ballard (1999), with

extensive modifications described in Walters et al.

(2017b, manuscript submitted to Geosci. Model Dev.,

hereafter WGMD). Additionally, the warm-rain

scheme now includes the effect of subgrid variability

on microphysical process rates, as described in Boutle

et al. (2014a), and the ice particle size distribution of

Field et al. (2007) is used. A prognostic mass mixing

ratio for graupel is included, following Forbes and

Halliwell (2003). This represents a second category of

ice with higher densities and fall speeds found in

convective cloud. The prognostic graupel is also a

prerequisite for the inclusion of a lightning flash rate

TABLE 2. Summary of the major differences in the physics and surface forcing for the CP4-Africa andR25-Africa regional models and the

driving global model.

Quantity CP4-Africa (4.5 km) R25-Africa Global

Convective parameterization No Yes, same as global Yes

Radiation scheme Edwards–Slingo Edwards–Slingo Edwards–Slingo

Period of full radiation calculation (min) 15 60 60

Substepped corrections due to cloud (min) 5 None None

Aerosols and ozone Climatology Climatology Interactive U.K. Chemistry and

Aerosols model (UKCA)

Large-scale cloud scheme Smith scheme PC2 PC2

Cloud microphysics Wilson and Ballard Wilson and Ballard Wilson and Ballard

Subgrid turbulent production of

mixed-phase cloud

No Yes Yes

Source of cloud droplet No. concentration Aerosol climatology Aerosol climatology Interactive UKCA aerosols

Microphysics time step (s) 100 (75) 120 120

Includes graupel? Yes No No

Lightning diagnosis Yes No No

Boundary layer scheme Blended scheme No blending No blending

Stochastic perturbations to

boundary layer?

Yes No No

Frictional heating from turbulent

dissipation?

No Yes Yes

Orogaphic drag scheme? Yes Yes Yes

Land and sea surface scheme JULES, nine tiles JULES, nine tiles JULES, nine tiles

Land-surface type and properties Sandy soil Sandy soil Varied soil

JULES land settings As in R25-Africa Close to GL7 GL7

JULES sea settings As in UKV GL7 GL7

Hydrology scheme PDM scheme PDM scheme TOPMODEL

Vegetation cover data CCI-LC CCI-LC IGBP land cover

SST Reynolds Reynolds Reynolds

Lake surface temp ARC-Lake ARC-Lake GISST

Moisture conservation New regional version None Global version

Simulation start–end dates 1 Jan 1997–1 Mar 2007 1 Jan 1997–1 Mar 2007 1 Sep 1988–1 Dec 2010
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prediction scheme. This scheme is described by

McCaul et al. (2009), and has been shown to produce

useful forecasts in convection-permitting forecasts

(Wilkinson and Bornemann 2014). A nonadvected

climatological-mean aerosol (section 3c) is used to

generate the cloud droplet number concentration.

Following the methodology of Wilkinson et al.

(2013), the cloud droplet number concentration is

exponentially reduced at altitudes below 150m to

match observations of droplet number concentration

in fog events.
d Boundary layer turbulence parameterization—The

parameterization of turbulence in convection-permitting

models requires special treatment because, although

most turbulent motions are still unresolved, the largest

scales can be of a similar size to the grid length. The

model must therefore be able to parameterize the

smaller scales, resolve the largest ones if possible, and

not alias turbulent motions smaller than the grid scale

onto the grid scale. CP4-Africa uses the ‘‘blended’’

boundary layer parameterization (Boutle et al. 2014b)

to achieve this. This scheme transitions from the one-

dimensional vertical scheme of Lock et al. (2000),

suitable for low-resolution simulations, to a three-

dimensional turbulent mixing scheme based on

Smagorinsky (1963) and suitable for high-resolution

simulations, with a weighting that is a function of the

ratio of the grid length to a turbulent length scale. The

blended eddy diffusivity, including any nonlocal contri-

bution from the Lock et al. (2000) scheme, is applied to

downgradient mixing in all three dimensions, while

appropriately weighted nonlocal fluxes of heat and

momentum are retained in the vertical for unstable

boundary layers. Turbulent form drag from unresolved

orography is parameterized via an effective roughness

length scheme (e.g., Wood and Mason 1993) whereby

the vegetative roughness is enhanced to represent the

surface pressure drag due to the subgrid terrain.
d Stochastic perturbations—To improve the triggering

of resolved convection, stochastic perturbations to

temperature and moisture are applied in the subcloud

layer of cumulus-capped convective boundary layers

[diagnosed following Lock et al. (2000)]. Designed to

represent realistic variability resulting from large

boundary layer eddies, the perturbation scale x*
(where x is either the potential temperature or specific

humidity) is taken as x*5w0x0js/wm, where w0x0js is
the surface turbulent flux of x, and the turbulence

velocity scale wm is given by w3
m 5 u3

*1 cwsw
3

*. Here,

u* is the friction velocity, and w* is the convective

velocity scale, with cws 5 0.25. Finally, x* is con-

strained to be positive and less than 1K or 10% of the

specific humidity. In the vertical x* is scaled by an

empirical piecewise linear ‘‘shape’’ function equal to

unity in the middle of the boundary layer and zero at

the surface and top of the subcloud layer. Loosely

based on Muñoz-Esparza et al. (2014), the random

number field underlying the perturbations is held

constant over eight grid-length squares in the hori-

zontal and is updated in time following McCabe et al.

(2016) using a first-order autoregression model with

the autocorrelation coefficient set to give a decorre-

lation time scale of 600 s, an approximate eddy-

turnover time scale.
d Land surface and hydrology parameterization—All

UM configurations (global, R25-Africa, and CP4-

Africa) use the JULES land surface scheme (Best

et al. 2011; Clark et al. 2011) to calculate fluxes of

energy, water, and momentum into the atmosphere.

Subgrid heterogeneity in the CP4-Africa formulation

is represented through nine surface tiles: five plant

functional types (PFTs, including broadleaf tree,

needle leaf tree, shrub, and C3 and C4 grasses) and

four nonvegetated surface types (urban, inland water,

bare soil, and land ice) with the surface energy balance

computed for each tile. CP4-Africa simulations use

the default four soil layers with thicknesses of 0.1, 0.25,

0.65, and 1.0m, giving a total depth of 3m. The tiles

share a common soil water reservoir, with the Van

Genuchten relationship (Van Genuchten 1980) used

to calculate unsaturated soil hydraulic conductivity

from soil moisture.

As far as possible, the model settings affecting the hy-

drological response of the land surface were therefore

made consistent with those of the driving global model.

The main exception to this is the choice of subgrid hy-

drology model. The CP4-Africa and R25-Africa con-

figurations use the UKV surface hydrology scheme, that

is, the Probability Distributed Model (PDM; Moore

1985) rather than a topography-based hydrological

model (TOPMODEL; Beven and Kirby 1979), which is

used in global configurations. There are uncertainties

associated with both options, including consistency of

the PDM parameters with soil properties, and the sen-

sitivity of the TOPMODEL topographic index to model

resolution, with implications for initializing the depth-

to-water table, which can take decades to spin up. Al-

though TOPMODEL has an advantage that is based on

elevation data and may more accurately represent the

presence of wetlands, it also introduces a longer soil

moisture memory through the addition of a depth-to-

water table that can impact on soil evaporation when the

water table is within the active soil layer (top 3m). In

contrast the PDM does not have the same requirement

and therefore any adjustments in the surface water
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balance in response to a new hydrological regime will

adjust relatively quickly a consideration also in the fu-

ture climate simulations. Ideally, calibration of the PDM

parameters would be carried out comparing routed

runoff against observations of river discharge; however,

for the purposes of this experiment the default JULES–

PDM parameters are used.

The snow-free shortwave albedos are calculated using

the spectral albedo model with scaling of near-infrared

and visible albedos to observed values obtained from the

GlobAlbedo dataset (Lewis et al. 2012).

c. Surface forcing

1) LAND–SEA MASK AND SURFACE TERRAIN

Regional model land–sea masks were created from

the International Geosphere and Biosphere Programme

(IGBP) land classification dataset. The IGBP dataset

has a resolution of 30 arc s (on the order of 1 km)

globally. The surface orography for the models is cre-

ated from the Global Land One-kilometer Base Eleva-

tion (GLOBE) dataset (Hastings et al. 1999) using

methods given in Webster et al. (2003). See section b in

appendix A for details of a minor modification applied

to the surface orography in the region around Mount

Cameroon early in the simulation.

2) SOIL PROPERTIES

One of the key objectives of the CP4-Africa simula-

tions is to determine the effects on the behavior of pre-

cipitation of explicit representation of convection.

Previous convection-permitting simulations over West

Africa (Taylor et al. 2013) have highlighted the sensitivity

of convective initiation to mesoscale heterogeneity in

land-surface properties. These simulations were able to

reproduce observed sensitivities of convective initiation

to soil moisture anomalies, resulting from antecedent

rainfall. Standard configurations of the UM derive soil

property information from the Harmonized World Soil

Database (Walters et al. 2017a), which is considered to

contain unrealistic small-scale variability across Africa

(De Kauwe et al. 2013). To avoid contamination of the

rainfall behavior, which might otherwise mask the re-

alistic physical response to precursor precipitation, the

soil properties in CP4-Africa were instead defined to be

spatially uniform (and those of sand) across the whole

domain. To allow a clean comparison with parameterized

convection results, this was also applied to R25-Africa.

3) VEGETATION COVER

Land cover fractions for CP4-Africa and R25-Africa

are derived from version 1.3 of the European Space

Agency Climate Change Initiative (CCI) land cover

dataset (CCI-LC; Poulter et al. 2015) for the epoch from

1998 to 2002. This is an important change from the

standard IGBP-derived land cover mapping that is

widely used (e.g., in the Cascade and IGBP land con-

figurations) to provide subgrid land cover heterogeneity

over nine tiles. This new high-resolution dataset im-

proves the mapping from biome to PFT to provide a

more realistic distribution of broadleaf trees in the Sahel

and south of the Congo basin and higher bare soil frac-

tions in comparison to IGBP in the northern fringes of

the Sahel and a shift from C3 to C4 grasses, particularly

in southernAfrica (Fig. 2). The grid-box vegetation-type

fractions are static in time and represent the maximum

seasonal extent of vegetation.

The leaf area index is updated every five days using a

monthly climatology created from MODIS collection 5

mapped to the five plant types used in the land surface

nine-tile scheme.

4) SEA AND LAKE SURFACE TEMPERATURES

All the models (see Table 2) are forced with SSTs

derived from the Reynolds dataset of daily high-

resolution blended analyzes for SST (Reynolds et al.

2007). These data have a spatial grid resolution of 0.258
and are interpolated onto the regional model grids using

bilinear interpolation.

Additionally, the model’s land–sea mask contains nu-

merous lakes, represented as inland sea points, which

require input surface temperatures. The majority of

these lakes are in eastern Africa, with the largest being

Lake Victoria, covering 3502 grid boxes on the CP4-

Africa grid. Where lakes are included in version 3 of

the Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) Re-

processing for Climate (ARC) Lake Surface Water

Temperature and Ice Cover (ARC-Lake) dataset (Hook

et al. 2012; http://www.geos.ed.ac.uk/arclake/documents.

html), a climatology from this dataset of monthly night-

time lake temperatures has been used. For other lakes

(typically those with a surface area of less than 50km2) a

surface temperature value from the model’s nearest sea

point is assumed. The same approach was taken for the

lakes in R25-Africa, while for the case of the global

model, the Lake Victoria SSTs come from the GISST

climatology (Rayner et al. 1996).

3. Experimental design

The lateral boundary conditions for both CP4-Africa

and R25-Africa are supplied by a global model atmo-

spheric simulation, which is a prototype version of the

Global Atmosphere 7.0 (GA7) and Global Land 7.0

(GL7) configurations—the latest science configurations

of the UM developed for use across all time scales. The
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key differences between GA6/GL6 (Walters et al.

2017a) and GA7/GL7 (WGMD; Williams et al. 2017)

are a new model aerosol scheme, a new snow scheme,

revision to the parameterization of convection, plus a

range of changes to the microphysics, cloud (Williams

and Bodas-Salcedo 2017), and radiation.

The global simulation was run at N512 resolution

(close to 26km in the latitudinal direction by 39km in

the longitudinal direction over Africa), with 85 vertical

levels (L85) and an upper boundary at 85 km. The at-

mospheric initial conditions for both the CP4-Africa and

R25-Africa simulations are taken from global atmo-

spheric model fields for 1 January 1997, following a 10-yr

spinup period. The three-dimensional fields were in-

terpolated onto the regional grids, taking account of the

higher-resolution surface orography in the regional

models. The exception to this is the soil moisture, the

initialization of which is described below. The graupel

prognostic (not present in the global model) was ini-

tialized to zero at the start of the run and, along with

other convective-scale details, takes around 12h to spin

up in CP4-Africa.

a. Lateral boundary forcing

CP4-Africa and R25-Africa are forced by one-way

nesting (Davies 2014) with lateral boundary conditions

derived from the global atmospheric simulation. Three-

hourly three-dimensional global model fields of the

prognostic variables of winds, potential temperature,

water vapor, cloud liquid water, cloud ice water, density,

and Exner pressure are used to create these lateral

boundary data. The 3-hourly data are linearly in-

terpolated in time to the regional model time step.

b. Soil moisture initialization

The soil moisture fields for both CP4-Africa and R25-

Africa were initialized with climatological data derived

from an offline JULES land surface simulation on a 0.58
grid using the same sandy soil properties as were used in

the CP4-Africa and R25-Africa simulations. This was

forced with a bias-corrected reanalysis dataset: the

Water and Global Change (WATCH) Forcing Data

2013 applied to ERA-Interim (WFDEI; Weedon et al.

2014), in which the monthly air temperature and rainfall

totals are bias corrected against GPCC and CRU Time

Series 3.1 (TS3.1) gridded observations. Initializing the

soil moisture in this way is relatively fast and has the

advantage of ensuring the soil moisture in all four soil

layers is adequately spun up. The monthly mean soil

moisture was computed based on the forcing period

2000–09 and the 0.58 climatologies were then down-

scaled using the climate data operators bilinear remap-

ping tool (http://code.mpimet.mpg.de/projects/cdo) to

produce the soil moisture fields at the required model

resolution. Model instability problems during the early

part of the simulation inadvertently led to an issue with

soil moisture (see section c in appendix A).

c. Ozone, aerosols, dust, and greenhouse gases

The radiation and cloud microphysics schemes re-

quire three-dimensional fields of ozone mixing ratio,

aerosols, and dust particles. Climatological values are

FIG. 2. (top) New CCI-derived land cover fractions for PFTs broadleaf trees (BT), C3 and C4 grasses, shrubs, and bare soil, and (bottom)

the difference from the IGBP-derived fractions.
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assumed for all, and these are updated in the model

every five days. Ozone fields are obtained from clima-

tological monthly means for the period 1994–2005,

generated from Stratosphere–Troposphere Processes

and Their Role in Climate (SPARC-II) ozone data

(Cionni et al. 2011). The data for the various aerosols

species and dust are derived from 20-yr climatological

monthly means from a GA6/GL6 Walters et al. (2017a)

AMIP simulation from 1989 to 2008 with the Coupled

Large-Scale Aerosol Simulator for Studies in Climate

(CLASSIC) interactive aerosols and dust scheme

(Bellouin et al. 2011). The climatological aerosols in-

cluded in these simulations are organic carbon, black

carbon, biogenic aerosol, sulfate aerosol, biomass

burning aerosols, and six different sizes of dust.

Various greenhouse gases are assumed to have fixed

global values, which are varied annually over the 10-yr

simulation. Carbon dioxide mass mixing ratios are var-

ied from 5.516 79 3 1024 kg kg21 for 1997 to 5.814 88 3
1024 kg kg21 for 2006 in the same way as in the global

model. The other gases with fixed global annual values

are methane, nitrous dioxide, dichlorodifluoromethane

(CFC12) and tetrafluoroethane (HFC134a).

d. Length of the experiments and their evaluation

The CP4-Africa simulation has run for just over

5 years at the time of writing, and will be continued to

10 years in total. The 10-yr R25-Africa control simula-

tion has been completed. Idealized future climate sim-

ulations representing a period of 10 yr around 2080–2100

are now starting with both models and will be the focus

of subsequent papers. Partners in the FCFA program

will be analyzing both control and future climate simu-

lations in great detail comparing against all available

observations over Africa together with satellite and re-

analysis climatologies in a number of future studies. This

paper presents results from a first initial analysis against a

limited number of widely used observational precipita-

tion climatologies: GPCP (Adler et al. 2003), TRMM

(Kummerow et al. 1998; Huffman et al. 2007, 2010),

CMORPH (Joyce et al. 2004), the HadCRUT3 (Brohan

et al. 2006) near-surface temperature climatology, and the

CERES (Loeb et al. 2009) top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA)

outgoing shortwave radiation climatology.

Africa is a region with a sparse network of observing

stations, with few countries having long-term high

quality, high-density station observations. This makes it

difficult to validate climate models over Africa. Much of

the evaluation of climate models precipitation over

Africa relies on using satellite climatologies. TRMM

and CMORPH are derived from a combination of in-

frared and microwave sounders, and their results have

been calibrated against gauge data. GPCP is a combined

satellite–gauge product. It shows better consistency with

gauge-based precipitation products (Nikulin et al. 2012),

but provides data at a coarser temporal (daily as op-

posed to 3 hourly) and spatial (18 compared to 0.258)
resolution than TRMM and CMORPH. Satellite pre-

cipitation data have been assessed against surface

observations in regions of the globe with high quality

high-density surface observations (e.g., Europe; Prein

and Gobiet 2017), but even over Europe there is un-

certainty particularly in regions of mountainous terrain.

Over Africa, TRMM and CMORPH have been found

to have quite different characteristics in terms of day-

to-day variability (Martin et al. 2017), which is likely

related to the different satellite data sources and algo-

rithms used in each case. It is known that both datasets

tend to underestimate smaller daily rainfall totals and

can overestimate larger ones (e.g., Tian et al. 2010).

TRMM rainfall is somewhat more intermittent than

CMORPH, and Xie et al. (2017) conclude that

CMORPH, version 1.0, is better than TRMM at 3-h and

daily time scales. On seasonal time scales, TRMM

(version 6) tends to have less precipitation than GCPC

over Africa (Nikulin et al. 2012). The large difference

between TRMM and GPCP is explained by the fact that

both products are adjusted to large-scale monthly pre-

cipitation from gauge networks but use different gauge

analysis products, with GPCP using a more recent ver-

sion than TRMM (version 6).

4. Model sensitivity studies

The CP4-Africa model configuration uses some set-

tings not widely tested prior to this simulation. Short

sensitivity tests were run to test the new options, which

include corrections to moisture fields to enforce the

conservation of moisture (section 4a) and the inclusion

of boundary layer stochastic perturbations (section 4b).

a. Enforcing conservation of moisture in the regional
model

Unlike flux-formulated schemes, semi-Lagrangian

advection schemes are typically not designed to locally

conserve the advected quantities. Correctors can be

applied but most methods rely on a calculation of global

error (e.g., the change in the domain-integrated quantity

that arises from advection), which is then used to apply a

correction to improve, rather than guarantee, local

conservation. Such a scheme is applied in the global

UM, but in regional configurations the issue is compli-

cated by the need to account for fluxes through the lat-

eral boundaries in the calculation of the error. Aranami

et al. (2015) have developed a scheme that accounts for

these boundary fluxes and this has been implemented in
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CP4-Africa to ensure conservation of the total amount

of all moisture variables and reduce local conservation

errors. Unfortunately, attempts to use the new scheme

in a model without graupel and with convective pa-

rameterization failed, so R25-Africa has no moisture

conservation being applied (see Table 2).

The impact of switching on the Aranami et al. (2015)

scheme was assessed using two 29-day-long simulations

for October 1988 with and without the scheme. Figure 3

shows the mean precipitation with conservation together

with the difference between the runs. The effect of

moisture conservation is to reduce themean precipitation

for the whole region from 2.54 to 2.06mmday21. This is

closer to the GPCP (Adler et al. 2003) climatologically

observed value of 1.65mmday21 but suggests that the

model precipitation rate may still be too high even when

conservation is enforced, as it is outside the interannual

standard deviation of 0.19mmday21. Based on this one

month, it appears that conservation has little impact on

the spatial pattern of mean precipitation and, rather,

tends to reduce the mean values everywhere.

While the conservation scheme has reduced the

monthly mean precipitation everywhere, the more sig-

nificant impact is on shorter time scales and the rainfall

extremes. As shown in Fig. 4, the distribution of hourly

precipitation rates is affected by the conservation. The

frequency of very high unrealistic rates, greater than

4000mmday21, in the control simulation are greatly re-

duced by the conservation scheme, suggesting that these

were spurious, resulting from transport errors in the

model, which presumably acted to either directly increase

the local water content, which then led directly to an in-

crease in precipitation, or perhaps intensified convection

as a source of spurious latent heating. Since extreme

rainfall is an important considerationwithin the IMPALA

project, the inclusion of moisture conservation is clearly

an important improvement to the model formulation.

b. Boundary layer stochastic perturbations

The impact of adding the boundary layer stochastic

perturbations described in section 2b was assessed

during a 30-day run for January 1997. The control in this

FIG. 3. Mean precipitation for the 29 days of October 1988 from the CP4-Africa simulations

for (a) with conservation and (b) with conservation minus control. The data have been re-

gridded to give a less noisy difference plot.

FIG. 4. Distribution of hourly mean precipitation rates from the

29 days of the October simulations. The y-axis scale refers to the

number of grid points.
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case includes the moisture conservation scheme (section

4a). The stochastic perturbations have negligible impact

on the mean January precipitation for Africa, increasing

it slightly from 2.07 to 2.09mmday21 compared with a

GPCP January climatology of 1.9mmday21. The impact

of the perturbations on the diurnal cycle of precipitation

has been examined within different regions of Africa

(not shown). The perturbations cause a slight increase in

the amplitude of the diurnal cycle over the sea to the

west of Africa, but do not affect the phase. Over land the

perturbations result in an earlier onset of precipitation,

presumably because they facilitate the growth of ex-

plicitly resolved eddies that grow into convective clouds.

A 1-month-long sensitivity test is too short a period to

compare with observations and draw any reliable

conclusions.

5. Results

The results presented in this paper are based on the

initial five years’ worth of the CP4-Africa simulation. A

wide selection of fields are output on hourly, 3-hourly, 6-

hourly, and daily time scales for the whole of the re-

gional grid and will be the subject of detailed analysis in

subsequent papers. Here, results from the period June–

August (JJA) will be used to make an initial assessment

of the performance of CP4-Africa compared to R25-

Africa, the driving global model, and available long-

term climatologies. JJA was chosen on the basis that our

global model has a long-standing dry bias over West

Africa during the summer monsoon period (Walters

et al. 2017a, their Fig. 16).

a. Analysis of JJA seasonal means

CP4-Africa has more precipitation over western and

eastern Africa (Figs. 5a,b) than either the global model or

R25-Africa, substantially reducing the dry biases seen in

the coarser-resolution models. Along the edges of the

Sahara the precipitation in CP4-Africa extends slightly

farther north, again better matching the observations.

On its native grid (Fig. 5a), CP4-Africa precipitation con-

tains finescale (sub-R25-Africa grid) detail with high

values over the steep mountains in central West Africa,

leading to a wet difference relative to GPCP. The precip-

itation over the ocean along the ITCZ to thewest ofAfrica

is also higher relative to GPCP whereas the dry bias in the

coarser-resolution models extends out over the ocean.

Over SouthAfricaCP4-Africa has less precipitation,which

is confined to the east coast in better agreement with cli-

matology than the coarser-resolution models. Over the

AtlanticOcean, in the southwestern part of the domain, all

three models have excessive precipitation, the bias being

unaffected by the use of a convection-permitting model.

Biases in the R25-Africa and global simulations are very

similar (Figs. 5c,d), suggesting that differences in themodel

land surface scheme and soil type have little impact on

simulated seasonal mean rainfall.

Consistent with the reduced precipitation biases over

the Sahel and along the ITCZ in CP4-Africa, there are

also substantial increases in the outgoing shortwave ra-

diation across western, central, and eastern Africa north

of the equator (Fig. 6). This is a region of deep con-

vective activity, which suggests that the 4.5-km simula-

tions have brighter deep convective cores, in better

agreement with CERES (Loeb et al. 2009). Convection-

permitting simulations of the order of 4 km are known to

have problems simulating convective anvil tops (Bryan

andMorrison 2012; Stein et al. 2015)Over land, between

58S and 158N the bias changes from significantly too little

outgoing shortwave flux in the R25-Africa and global

model to slightly too much at 4.5 km, notably in the

south of the region. South of the equator over land there

is a general small positive bias in the CP4-Africa out-

going shortwave radiation. In the stratocumulus region

off the coast of Namibia, the CP4-Africa simulation has

an enhanced positive shortwave radiation bias com-

pared to the R25-Africa and global model, likely asso-

ciated with brighter clouds.

Generally the outgoing shortwave radiation biases

for the R25-Africa and global simulations are similar,

but there is a marked difference over the Namibian

coast stratocumulus region. The clouds in this region

are slightly different in the two models with a smaller

cloud water bias in the global simulations than in R25-

Africa (not shown). Both models use the same micro-

physics parameterization but the global model includes

prognostic aerosol rather than using climatology. It

seems likely that this will result in differences in cloud

liquid water. It is also possible that the amount of

biomass-burning aerosols over the bright stratocumu-

lus may be different, altering the absorption of

radiation and leading to lower values in the global

simulation.

A comparison of the JJA 5-yr seasonal means of the

daily maximum and minimum near-surface temperatures

with HadCRUT3 (Brohan et al. 2006) shows substantial

differences in the CP4-Africa simulations compared to

R25-Africa and global model (Figs. 7 and 8). Both max-

imum and minimum temperatures are lower than the

other models over the whole of Africa, resulting in a cold

bias relative to HadCRUT3 for maximum temperatures

over most of Africa and a reduced warm bias for mini-

mum temperatures over central and southernAfrica. The

overall biases in CP4-Africa, although different in sign,

are typically smaller or of the same size as the other

models. The largest cooling in CP4-Africa relative to
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R25-Africa is seen in the regions of convection (i.e.,

where there is high precipitation over land in Fig. 5a).

This cooling is due to the presence of more bright cloud

reflecting the incoming shortwave radiation (Fig. 6)

and hence reducing heating at the surface. Over non-

convecting regions, changes may be due to several fac-

tors: changes in nonconvective cloud resulting from a

different cloud scheme, changes in clouds and their

overlap resulting frommore vertical levels, and changes in

the boundary layer behavior during the day and night

resulting froma convection-permittingmodel.R25-Africa

and the global model have fairly similar differences from

HadCRUT3 for the daily maximum apart from over

central Africa (58N–158S), where the global model is

cooler. This differencemay be related to the difference in

the representation of aerosols and is less obvious in the

daily minimum temperature. Note that as station data

over parts of Africa are scarce, better agreement with

HadCRUT3 does not always provide a clear indication

that the model is better.

b. Variability

In general, global models with a convection param-

eterization have thus far provided a poor simulation of the

FIG. 5. JJA seasonal mean precipitation for 1997–2001 from (a) CP4-Africa on its native grid,

(b) CP4-Africa minus GPCP JJA climatology for 1979–98, (c) R25-Africa minus GPCP cli-

matology, and (d) the driving global model minus the GPCP climatology. In (b)–(d), the model

data have been regridded onto the GPCP grid.
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movement of rain-bearing systems such as westward-

propagating mesoscale convective systems embedded

within African easterly waves (Bain et al. 2011). Obser-

vations such as TRMM 3B42 rainfall show how these are

coupled to the convective precipitation (see Fig. 9c for a

latitude band 58–158N during June 1998). Comparing

Figs. 9a and 9c shows that the CP4-Africa simulation

contains a realistic signal of systems moving westward

at the correct speed and with only a few moving east-

ward, in good agreement with the TRMM observations.

R25-Africa captures some westward movement of pre-

cipitation over several days (Fig. 9b) but also contains

eastward-moving systems during the day and a very strong

diurnal cycle over the whole of the African continent

(Fig. 9b). There remains a diurnal signal in CP4-Africa

too, which is somewhat stronger than in TRMMbutmuch

weaker than that of R25-Africa and with more day-to-day

variability.

Examination of the distribution of daily rainfall intensity

across the West African monsoon (WAM) region (Fig. 1)

reveals that CP4-Africa produces more precipitation than

R25-Africa overall, with substantially more at higher rain

rates (Fig. 10). This compares well with observational

data from TRMM and CMORPH, and is a significant

FIG. 6. JJA outgoing shortwave radiation (Wm22) for 1997–2001 from (a) CP4-Africa on its

native grid, (b) CP4-Africa minus CERES JJA climatology for 2000–13, (c) R25-Africa minus

CERES, and (d) the driving global model minus CERES. In (b)–(d), the model data have been

regridded onto the CERES grid.
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improvement over the results with parameterized con-

vection (R25-Africa). The model still lacks the high

3-hourly precipitation events [.100mmday21, on the

order of 12.5mm (3h)21] when coarse grained to low

resolution (38 latitude 3 3.758 longitude). This is in con-

trast to the very high hourly precipitation rates observed

on the model’s native grid when looking at daily mean

precipitation (not shown). R25-Africa produces less

rainfall overall than either the observations or CP4-

Africa and this arises from too many weak precipitation

events (,7mmday21) and a substantial underestimation

of moderate and high precipitation events. Both models

have toomany events with precipitation rates between 10

and 20mmday21 relative to the observations.

Kendon et al. (2014) have shown the importance of

explicitly resolved convection on the spatiotemporal

distribution of rainfall for a regional simulation over the

United Kingdom. Here, we repeat their analysis for the

WAM region and regrid the models to the TRMM data

resolution (0.258) for comparison (Fig. 11). The TRMM

probability distribution shows a large number of short-

duration events of higher intensities, above 0.5mmh21.

FIG. 7. JJAmean daily maximum 1.5-m temperature (8C) for 1997–2001 from (a) CP4-Africa

on its native grid, (b) CP4-Africa minus HadCRUT3 JJA climatology for 1979–98, (c) R25-

Africa minus HadCRUT3, and (d) the driving global model minus HadCRUT3. In (b)–(d), the

model data have been regridded onto the HadCRUT3 grid.
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The CP4-Africa simulation provides substantially more

short-duration, high-intensity events than R25-Africa and

fewer low-intensity events lasting over 3h, in better

agreement with the observations. R25-Africa has a large

number of precipitation events with 0.2–1mmh21 lasting

between 6 and 9h and very few higher-intensity events.

These findings are qualitatively similar to those of Kendon

et al. (2014), although analysis of a longer dataset would be

required to assess the significance of the results.

c. Diurnal cycle of convection

In all regions (Fig. 1, regions A–F) the diurnal cycle

of CP4-Africa is improved relative to R25-Africa and

the global model with a later peak in rainfall, although

this is still too early relative to TRMM for most regions

(Fig. 12). In western and central Africa (Figs. 12a,b) the

mean CP4-Africa precipitation agrees well with

TRMM overnight, but peaks about 3 h too early and is

too high during the day in western Africa. R25-Africa

and the global model produce less precipitation and

also peak 3 h or more too early but with a secondary

peak in precipitation at around 2100 UTC, which is

not present in TRMM. In the west and farther north

(Figs. 12e,f), the magnitude of the CP4-Africa pre-

cipitation agrees better with the TRMM observations

throughout the day, but still peaks up to 2 h too early.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for mean daily minimum 1.5-m temperature.
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R25-Africa and the global model have an earlier peak

and show little correlation with TRMM, lacking pre-

cipitation overnight. In the east, (Fig. 12b) the ampli-

tude of the diurnal cycle is too strong in all the models

relative to TRMM. The timing of the peak in CP4-

Africa is in better agreement with TRMM but there is

too much precipitation overnight, which persists into

the early morning. This suggests that perhaps CP4-

Africa contains too many large organized convective

systems overnight in this area. Farther south (Fig. 12d),

the CP4-Africa diurnal amplitude is more than double

that of TRMM but with a peak at approximately the

correct time of day.

Figure 13 shows the mean diurnal variation in the

number and size of buoyant cloudy updrafts at a height

close to 6 km for the regions A–F shown in Fig. 1. A

height of 6 km was chosen because this lies above the

freezing level for Africa, and so the plumes reaching

this height will be associated with deep convection.

Buoyant cloudy updrafts were calculated from hourly

model output averaged over 30 3 30 grid points (i.e.,

to a 135-km grid on a set of fixed heights). For each

coarse-grid area and height, buoyant points are those

with cloud water or ice present and upward vertical

velocity (.0), and that are buoyant relative to the

coarse grid. Distinct plumes are identified by checks

against neighboring points and the mean size calcu-

lated. The algorithm ignores the fact that buoyant

points along the edges of the 303 30 points may be part

of a bigger plume in the neighboring coarse 135-km

regions but it provides a first indication of typical size

of the plumes to differentiate isolated deep convection

from mesoscale convective systems. Figure 13a shows

that the number of plumes is a minimum between 0800

and 1200 UTC and a maximum between 1500 and 1800

UTC, both corresponding to the minimum and maxi-

mum in the diurnal cycle of precipitation (Fig. 12). The

variation in the size of the plumes tends to lag the cycle

in the number of plumes. As the evening progresses,

the number of plumes decreases but their size tends to

increase, peaking around midnight, suggesting the

convection is becoming more organized. While buoy-

ant plumes are not directly measurable, their area is an

indicator of the strength and size of the convection and

will be linked to observable quantities like OLR and

cloud. Studies of the size of convective systems over

West Africa based on measurements of OLR (Pearson

et al. 2010) and of the life cycles of deep convection

over the whole of Africa using TRMM and geosta-

tionary satellite data (Futyan and Del Genio 2007;

FIG. 9. Hovmöller plots of hourly mean precipitation for the latitude band 58–158N for June 1998. Time (days) increases along the y axis.

Results are shown for (a) CP4-Africa, (b) R25-Africa, and (c) 3-hourly TRMM data.
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Laing and Fritsch 1993) find that convection starts

off during the early afternoon as smaller isolated

deep clouds and becomes more organized later in the

evening and through the night as larger mesoscale

convective cloud systems. Figure 13 illustrates how

information that cannot be directly observed but that

may be important to improving parameterization of

convection can be estimated from the CP4-Africa

simulation.

6. Summary

In this paper we have documented the experimental

design and initial results from the first experiment

with the Pan-African Convection-Permitting Re-

gional Climate Simulation with theMet Office Unified

Model (CP4-Africa). This has been run under the

IMPALA project within the Future Climate for Africa

program and is designed to deliver a better un-

derstanding of the roles played by improved local

representation of convective processes and high-

impact weather on the climate variability and change

over the continent and is to be used to improve con-

vective and land–atmosphere coupling in the coarser-

scale models.

An important advance on earlier regional UM

convection-permitting simulations is the inclusion

of changes to ensure moisture conservation. This

reduces the occurrence of unrealistically high grid-

box precipitation rates, giving closer agreement to

the observations. The CP4-Africa experiment is

driven directly from a global 25-km, 10-yr AMIP

simulation for the years 1997–2006. To date, the

simulation has completed a 5-yr run. An additional

R25-Africa regional simulation with parameterized

convection and driven with exactly the same lateral

boundary forcing and soil properties as CP4-Africa

has completed a 10-yr run and is an important step in

aiding our understanding of the results for the fol-

lowing reasons:

d It can be used to look at the impact of changing the soil

type, vegetation, and some aspects of the land surface

scheme over Africa at coarse resolution by compari-

son with the global model.
d It can be used to assess whether the use of climato-

logical aerosols is having an impact over Africa by

comparison with the global model.
d It has the same high-frequency output (i.e., hourly

or 3 hourly) as CP4-Africa, allowing for the study of

the subdaily behavior of a convection-permitting

model with a model with convective parameteriza-

tion. The global model simulation has a reduced

selection of output at lower frequency (3 hourly, 6

hourly, or daily).

The first results from the simulations indicate there

is a substantial improvement in the CP4-Africa JJA

average rainfall results over those of R25-Africa and

the global model. This is true across most parts of the

African continent with, most notably, a reduced dry

bias over the Sahel and an associated reduction in ra-

diative biases resulting from the presence of brighter,

more organized convective clouds. Over the stratocu-

mulus region to the west of Africa, particularly where

cloud–aerosol interactions are important, both re-

gional models perform rather worse than the global

model, at least partly because of the simplified repre-

sentation of aerosols in these models. Encouragingly,

the initial results presented here suggest that the vari-

ability and spatiotemporal characteristics of the rain-

fall all appear to be better represented in CP4-Africa.

There is evidence of westward-propagating convective

systems and a better distribution of 3-hourly pre-

cipitation events compared with the observations. As

expected from previous studies (Birch et al. 2014b), the

diurnal cycle of convective precipitation over land is

better handled in the CP4-Africa simulation, although

there is still a tendency for rain to initiate too early in

the day. The most extreme intense but short-lived

rainfall events are also better captured, consistent

FIG. 10. Contribution of different 3-hourly precipitation events

(mm day21) to the average 3-hourly precipitation rate for the

WAM region (Fig. 1) for June–September (JJAS) 1997. CP4-

Africa and R25-Africa results are shown along with two obser-

vational datasets: CMORPH (Joyce et al. 2004) and TRMM 3B42

version 7A (Kummerow et al. 1998; Huffman et al. 2007, 2010) .

All data were first regridded onto a common coarser resolution

of N48 (38 latitude3 3.758 longitude; Klingaman et al. 2017) to aid

comparison.
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with results found over the United Kingdom (Kendon

et al. 2014).

The control CP4-Africa simulation is expected to

complete 10 years’ worth of simulation toward the end of

2017 with the future-climate CP4-Africa run completing

after this. The data are already available to all FCFA

projects to aid in their analyses of the regional climate of

Africa. The data fromboth simulations will be released to

the general public when the FCFA projects are expected

to be completed in July 2019. The encouraging first re-

sults presented here suggest that there are good reasons

for optimism for greater confidence in future projections

for Africa, both directly from the CP4-Africa simula-

tions and also as our understanding of the processes

from using this model leads to improving parameteri-

zations in coarser-resolution models.

FIG. 11. Plots of the joint probability distribution of wet spell duration vs peak rainfall

intensity for theWAM region (88–178N, 158W–108E; see Fig. 1) during JJA 1998–2001. Shown

are the distribution for (a) TRMM, (c) CP4-Africa, and (e) R25-Africa and (b),(d),(f) the

differences.
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FIG. 12. Themean diurnal cycle of precipitation for JJA in the CP4-Africa, R25-Africa, and

global simulations along with TRMM data for the six regions shown in Fig. 1: (a) A (58–108N,

08–158W), (b) B (58–108N, 158–308E), (c) C (58–108N, 08–158E), (d) D (58S–58N, 158–308E),
(e) E (108–158N, 08–158W), and (f) F (158–208N, 08–158W). The regional model results are

derived from hourly mean precipitation averaged over JJA. The global model means are

derived from 3-hourly instantaneous precipitation rates. The numbers in the legend are the

correlation coefficients between TRMM and the respective model values.
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APPENDIX A

Model Issues

a. Model time step

The CP4-Africa model time step was initially set to

100 s, but because of problems with stability in Novem-

ber 1999 of the simulation this was reduced to 75 s from

1 November 1999. The rerun referred to in section b of

this appendix also used a 75-s time step.

b. Mount Cameroon

During July of the first year of the CP4-Africa

simulation, a moist grid point storm occurred over

Mount Cameroon, an isolated steep-sided mountain

close to the coast of West Africa, which is a region of

heavy convective precipitation during the summer

months. This resulted in a model failure. Investiga-

tion revealed that this was associated with the ascent

of warm moist air over the mountain, releasing latent

heat and leading to excessive vertical velocities that

resulted in numerical instability. Since it seemed

likely that further similar failures would occur later in

the simulation, a pragmatic choice was made at this

point to perform some local smoothing of the orog-

raphy, which was restricted to the immediate vicinity

of Mount Cameroon only. Tests demonstrated that

this was an effective strategy, and so the simula-

tion was restarted on 1 July 1997 with this minor

modification.

c. Soil moisture reset

Unfortunately, the reconfiguration of the model

prognostic fields after six months outlined in the

previous section of this appendix resulted in resetting

the soil moisture fields everywhere to their saturated

values. This ‘‘saturation’’ event went undetected until

time series of soil moisture and runoff were examined

after three years’ worth of simulation. Of the addi-

tional 782mm of water added (on average across the

domain), 272mm (35% of this water) is lost within the

first five days, of which 254mm is via subsurface run-

off, which is then lost to the model. The impacts of the

soil moisture reset on moisture fluxes to the atmo-

sphere are summarized in the time series plots of

evaporation (Fig. A1), that is, plant transpiration (Et)

and bare soil evaporation (Es) and the deep-level

(1–3m) soil moisture for three cases: bare soil, deep

rooted vegetation, and shallow rooted vegetation. For

bare soil, moisture fluxes are via bare soil evapora-

tion, which is derived from the top soil level only. The

reservoir for bare soil evaporation is around 40mm

and so the impact of elevated moisture fluxes is short

lived (;5–6 days). Although the deep-level soil

moisture (Fig. A1a) continues to decline throughout

the simulation, this does not have an impact on fluxes

to the atmosphere. Where deep-rooted vegetation is

present (Figs. A1c,d), the deep-level soil water can

contribute up to 50% to transpiration; however, this

also coincides with areas of high annual rainfall so that

deep-level soil moisture returns to an equilibrium

state within six months. Radiation limits evaporation

in this tropical environment at the time of the reset.

Finally, in the example of shallow-rooted vegetation

(Figs. A1e,f, typically occurring in semiarid areas), a

response is seen in the evaporation in the days and

weeks immediately after the soil moisture reset and

deep soil moisture is adjusting downward throughout

the simulation; however, the low contribution of the

deepest-level soil moisture means that water is not

removed from this level by transpiration and that this

level does not contribute significantly to evaporation

overall.

The period from July 1997 to the end of June 1998

has been rerun after correcting the soil moisture

field.

FIG. 13. Themean diurnal cycle of (a) the number of buoyant plumes and (b) themean buoyant

plume size (km2) for regions A–F shown in Fig. 1.
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APPENDIX B

Model Availability

The description for obtaining the model closely fol-

lows that given by Walters et al. (2017a).

a. Obtaining the UM

The Met Office Unified Model is available for use

under license. A number of research organizations and

national meteorological services use the UM in collab-

oration with the Met Office to undertake basic atmo-

spheric process research, produce forecasts, develop the

UM code, and build and evaluate Earth system models.

Further information on how to apply for a license is

available online (http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/

modelling-systems/unified-model).

b. Obtaining JULES

JULES is available under license free of charge.

Further information on how to gain permission to use

JULES for research purpose is available online (https://

jules.jchmr.org/content/getting-started).

c. Details of the simulations performed

The infrastructure for building and running UM–

JULES simulations uses the Rose suite engine (http://

metomi.github.io/rose/doc/rose.html) and scheduling

using the Cylc work flow engine (https://cylc.github.io/

cylc/). Both Rose and Cylc are available as part of ver-

sion 3 (v3) of the GNU General Public License (GPL).

d. Obtaining data from the model simulation

Output from the model simulations will be made

publically available in July 2019.

FIG.A1. Pairs of plots showing (a),(c),(e) the deep-level (level 4) soil moisture (blue) and soil

moisture climatology (red) for the years 1998–2000 (kgm22), with monthly rainfall (gray;

mmmonth21), and (b),(d),(f) monthly transpiration and bare soil evaporation and its anomaly

(mm month21) for a (a),(b) bare-soil-dominated grid box, (c),(d) deep-rooted vegetation, and

(e),(f) shallow-rooted vegetation.
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